
We hope you enjoy your visit to Treetop Trek or Treetop Nets. We hope you
can take your adventure back to the classroom and to support this, we have 
put together this resource pack which contains ideas and activities for all
Key Stages.  This pack aims to provide information about our business and 
how we operate so that children can learn more about what it takes to set up
and run a high ropes course and think about the skills required to work in a 
tourist-focused business.
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Take the classroom outdoors
Outdoor education doesn’t get much more exciting than adventuring in the high trees. Treetop Trek 
offers a choice of 3 fantastic all year round woodland adventures for groups, suitable for all key stages, 
that meet the curriculum targets for children to participate in outdoor and adventurous activities:

Physical Education National Curriculum: 
Key Stage 2
- take part in outdoor and adventurous activity 
challenges both individually and within a team

Key Stage 3 & 4
- take part in outdoor and adventurous activities 
which present intellectual and physical challenges 
and be encouraged to work in a team, building on 
trust and developing skills to solve problems, either 
individually or as a group

What we offer
Our activities take place in a woodland environment, 
enabling children to get close to nature and take part 
in a fun and challenging high ropes activities outdoors. 

Treetop Trek: Learning outcomes for physical education:
Treetop trek is a high ropes adventure course where children must work their way through the trees across 
obstacles, suspended above the ground. This is a hugely exciting, confidence-building and rewarding activity, 
providing a fantastic opportunity to be active outdoors. On this unforgettable adventure, students need to 
work together to help each other overcome fears and complete the course. The trek will help children develop 
confidence, strength, control and balance. We can also incorporate additional team-building challenges into 
our trek at the request of the school. 

Treetop Nets: Learning outcomes for physical education:
Treetop Nets combines outdoor adventure with fun and play, helping children develop fitness, confidence, 
strength and agility in the aerial nets. Our nets are safely suspended between the trees, up to 12m above the 
ground. Children will need to get used to the height and use their balance to stay upright and will use a lot of 
energy moving around the bouncy nets.  The nets allow free play and exploration in the high trees and a 
wonderful opportunity to connect with nature.  We have a wonderful collection of additional team-building 
games, which we can coordinate at the request of the school. 
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Operating a high ropes attraction 
Planning a new high ropes adventure
There are a lot of things to consider when building and operating a high ropes adventure course, 
particularly one in an area that attracts a large number of tourists. Planning Permission is required 
which can be a detailed, lengthy process. Here are some of the things that businesse need to think 
about when setting up a new attraction: 

1.The Market Opportunity
Who is our customer? Where will they come from? What is our offer? Who will it attract?
Will it bring new visitors into the area? Who is our competition?   

2. Transport & Parking
How will people get to your attraction? What are the surrounding access 
roads like?
How much parking is there? Do they need to pay?
Can visitors use public transport? Bus, Train, Boat? Tram?
Are there charging points for electric cars or e-bikes?
Is there space for coaches for school trips? 
If they travel by bike, is there somewhere to safely leave it?

2. Refreshments and toilets
Is there somewhere for people to buy food and drink? Are there public toilets available 
or do you need to construct them? Is there a water supply and drainage?

3. Wildlife
What is the impact of your attraction on the wildlife? Are there any habitats at risk?
Are there any protected species living in the area? What can you do to protect them? 

4. Jobs
How many staff do we need? Are there plenty of people available in the local area? How will they get 
to work? What roles and responsibilities will there be? How many jobs will our attraction create?

5. Finance
Profitability is the key objective for any business. A high ropes course has very high set up costs, as 
well as ongoing investment in equipment, maintenance, IT systems, staffing and marketing. Balancing 
providing a high quality attractio, with affordable entry prices for customers is an ongoing challenge 
for any tourist attraction. 

WHAT ELSE??  YOUR CHALLENGE:
Imagine you are submitting a planning application for a high ropes course. Think about
the pros and cons. What might be the supporting arguments? What might cause people to
object? What could you do to overcome those objections?  Write a 3minute speech, either 
showing support or opposition, for a new high ropes course in your area. Use facts to form 
a persuasive argument. 



Building a high ropes course requires different 
skills including carpentry,  climbing skills, metal 
work skills and construction skills, not to mention 
the ability to work at height!

Construction
The construction of our Treetop Trek and Treetop Nets courses in Manchester took
approximately 5 months to full complete. Both activities use cables which are tightly 
secured around the supporting trees. Our Trek also includes
a platform around the trees between each obstacle.  Detailed plans 
are produced for the courses, which have to be submitted for 
planning approval. The trees need to be assessed by Tree Surgeons 
before work can begin to check they are secure and free of disease. 
The construction team have to be good with heights and to begin 
with, have to work using ropes and harnesses - a lot of hanging 
around! 

Detailed technical
drawings must be 
created and submitted
for planning approval. 

The Treetop Trek course uses a continuous belay 
system, which keeps the participant attached at 
all times.  A belay device is a mechanical piece 
of climbing equipment used to control a rope.  
The rope is securely attached to the harness using 
a carabiner. 

Our Treetop Nets are handmade in France in advance
by a team who used to make fishing nets. The finished
nets are then brought over to the UK and attached to 
the trees by hand using zigzag ropes. They start by 
building the walkways and bases, before attaching 
the sides.  



Have you ever wondered how the nets can take the 
weight of so many children bouncing and running 
around? The answer lies in physics. 

The nets are supported by lots of trees and one pad has a 
network of strong supporting metal cables,  connected to 
different trees.  The force when you jump or run on the 
nets is spread to all points in the nets through all the 
cables and all the connecting trees, so the impact on an 
individual tree is reduced. 

The physics behind Treetop Nets

The physics of bouncing
When you move, you transfer the chemical energy from the food you eat into kinetic energy, which 
depends on how heavy you are and how fast you move.  When you jump up, against the force of 
gravity, you have more potential energy; as you fall down, your kinetic energy is greatest just 
before you hit the nets. This energy is then transferred across the nets and the network of cables by 
the ropes stretching. Here, Hookes Law comes into play. This law relates to how much springs stretch. 
When you land on the nets, they stretch. The tension in the nets increases until the force is large
enough to stop you. You get pushed back up as the net returns to its normal shape and this in effect, 
creates the BOUNCE! 

Newton’s Third Law states that for every action there 
is an equal an opposite reaction. You push down on the 
nets and they push you up with the same force upwards. 
When lots of people jump at the same time or near to 
each other, then you have mulitple forces at play, which 
is why the nets become REALLY bouncy! 

Remember, energy cannot be made or destroyed; it can only transform from one form 
into another and transferred between objects. 

Gravity will pull you back down, converting
gravitational potential energy into kinetic energy

Hookes Law - the nets will stretch in proportion with the force
applied. The more people who bounce, the more they will stretch.

KE =    mV21
2

mass (m) is measured in kilograms (kg)
speed (v) is measured in metres per second (m/s)



Operating a high ropes course requires many different roles and responsibilities with a 
number of jobs and skills. Here are the key roles at Treetop Trek and the skills required. 

Working in the woodland

MARKETING
Marketing begins with the strategy: what are the business
objectives and how can we grow? It requires a good
understanding of our customers: Who are they? What do 
they need? How do we reach them? What are the occasions? 
(Holiday activity, school trip, birthday, day out with 
friends) Our visitors are all ages and life stages 
but our core audience is families. 

Marketing ecompasses all aspects of promoting the
business and includes everything from creating the
website to desiging and producing leaflets, posters and 
adverts. Social media is a big part of marketing these days 
and content generation is ongoing as we need to provide 
relevant seasonal images, videos and news in a highly competitive
market. To get the best results from the marketing budget, this role 
requires creativity to generate ideas for events and news that will 
drive engagement and grow awareness.  

Most people use Google to look for ideas for things to do, 
especially when on holiday, so ensuring the business searches well on 
Google is a key task.  Once customers are on site, we need to think 
about clear communication and make sure we present the information clearly as well as ensuring we deliver a 
fantastic experience. Everything from stickers, certificates and selfie-boards make a difference. 

OPERATIONS
Keeping our attraction running smoothly and most importantly, safely, is the role of the Operations Manager. 
This job involves overseeing the construction and maintenance of our activities, including sourcing construction 
materials and equipment, such as the harnessess, and maintaining good relationships with our suppliers.  The 
operations manager also works closely with our site partners and agrees the processes and procedures 
such as site maintainence, parking and access. A key aspect of this role is also the hiring, managment and 
training of our instructors, including sourcing their uniforms. The Ops manager works closely with the sales 
team,  keeping a close eye on scheduling so we have the right number of staff to visitor ratio.  Safety is a vital 
part of this hands-on role, ensuring safe operation at all times for both staff and customers with daily checks, 
risk assessments and carrying out repairs as well as deciding what signage is required around our courses.   
It’s the responsibiltiy of the Operations manager to keeping our rescue procedure up to date and during Covid, 
putting our new safety measures in place. 

Key skills:
Strong people skills, great communication. Meticulous planning skills and technical understanding of 
high ropes courses. Good planning skills. 
Attention to detail - Safety 



CUSTOMER SERVICE AND SALES
A big part of managing a busy tourist attraction is the 
handling of customer bookings. This involves everything from 
taking bookings over the phone or in person to managing 
more complex visits for chools and groups. The team work 
closely with Operations to ensure we have the right schedule for 
the activities and appropriate staffing and also liaise with the 
site. Their role is also to welcome customers to Treetops and 
advise on the most suitable activity and ensure the booking and checking in process is as smooth as possible.  
Sometimes this involves reassuring nervous customers and judging which activity they are most suited to.   A key 
part of this role, which luckily doesn’t occur often,  is the handling of complaints which requires thinking on your 
feet and being able to be polite and calm under pressure!  The customer service team also need strong 
relationships with the instructors as they might need to ask them to change their rota to accommodate larger 
bookings or be flexible about their day. Ensuring our visitors have a wonderful experience is priority for everyone. 

Key skills:
Great people skills, good communication skills - written and spoken.  Maths is essential as there’s a lot of number 
crunching, especially for group bookings! IT is a core part of the job as we use a complex booking system. 
You also need patience, adaptability and empathy. Positivity is essential to this job and you need to be someone 
with great interpersonal skills and who is good at quickly building rapport with people of all ages and 
backgrounds.  

INSTRUCTORS

Winning awards is important for a tourism business and the marketing 
manager coordinates the application process for these too.

Key skills:
Marketing / Business qualification or experience 
Strategic thinking and creativity - lots of ideas!
Strong understanding of social media and digital marketing 
Design skills ideas or an understanding of the design process to work with designers
Great communication skills - written and spoken
Good relationship building skills to work with partners   

And last but by no means least, the instructors are the heart of our business. 
They are the ones who deliver the experience to the customer. Their focus is 
that everyone completes their activity safely and has a great time. Safety is 
paramount and this comes first. They need to carry out constant checks on our 
course, our harnesses and deliver the safety briefings. Once on the course, 
their role is to assist the participants in getting around safely and help them 
overcome their fears.  Our reviews show what a magnificent job they do. 
Many people are really fearful at first and it is thanks to our instructors that 
they complete the trek with such pride and delight!

Key skills:
All our instructors have a good head for heights, love the outdoors and are brilliant with people. 
They need to be positive, have lots of energy, and able to keep a smile whatever the weather - not every 
day is sunny! Our instructors need to be team players; we are a small team, and work together.  



Have you every wondered what it 
might be like to work for an adventure 
company? Find our more from our 
Senior Instructor, Richard, who has 
been at Treetop Manchester since it
opened in 2017. 

Name - Richard Westcross
Age - 31
Time at Treetop Trek  - 4 years
Job at Treetop Trek - Senior Instructor

Describe a typical day working at 
Treetop Trek?
A typical day in the summer time starts with us checking everything on the site to make 
sure it is all safe. All of the cables, crossings and nets are inspected for wear and faults 
(which we don’t find often!) before we open to the public. We then put loads of big 
bouncy balls up on to the nets, put all of the harnesses and rope rollers (these are what 
let our customers go around the course) out for the day, and get ourselves ready to go.  

As a Senior Instructor, I am there to make sure that everything is running smoothly and 
anybody needing help is supported from the ground or if they are too frightened to 
continue, we assist them from up in the trees and show them how to tackle the challenges. 
Occasionally, I will be required to do a "rescue" if a customer needs to be brought down 
because they are unable to continue.  We sometimes use a ladder or lower them down 
using a system of ropes and fall arrest devices from wherever they are.  Most people are 
able to keep going with some assistance from the team, and are always really proud and
happy when they finish! With one session running every half an hour through the summer, I 
have to stay flexible in what I can be engaged in, whether it is encouraging people 
around the course or chatting to customers while they wait and keeping them entertained, 
or checking people in through our reception building and delivering a safety briefing.  
My day doesn't have a fixed pattern to it; anything can happen between the start and 
the end of the day.

Taking groups of people around the course is 
fun and rewarding for them as well as me. It is 
great to see people challenging themselves 
and conquering their fears.

What are the best things about working 
outdoors? 
The sun on your face, the wind in your hair as 
you do loads of zip lines in a row. It is great for 

your mood when the sun is out.  I don't think I'd feel as happy as I do if I was stuck inside 
all day doing a boring admin job or something.

Interview with an instructor



Do you get to see any interesting wildlife? 
There are hundreds of squirrels here in Heaton Park who are super tame that will come 
right up to you and eat out of your hands! While I have been here in these woods, we 
have seen woodpeckers, foxes, owls, weasels, and even a flock of parakeets!

If you’re not scared of heights, what are you scared of? 
Cotton wool. I hate the feel of it, the noise it makes when people squish it on to their 
faces, the very idea of it is gross. Ew!

What’s the most adventurous thing you’ve ever done outside of Treetops?
I've been kayaking down the river Wye over 5 days which was really fun. It was 
mostly calm, but we went down some quite fast rapids as well.

What’s the funniest thing that’s happened at Treetops?
i think it might be a tie between an instructor getting in a fight 
with a squirrel and losing, and one of our instructors finding a 
wasp in his trousers and getting stung in places that we would 
rather not mention!

What do you enjoy doing when you’re not at work? 
When I'm not playing outside, I like to play video games and read fantasy books to 
relax. it isn't all adventure all the time, sometimes you need a rest.

What advice would you give someone who is interested in working outdoors? 
Just go for it, if you are having fun doing an activity then you will find working in that 
sector is just as enjoyable. I got in to the outdoors through Scouts and volunteering with 
them opened loads of doors for me, so being a volunteer is a great path. Outdoor 
qualifications usually require you to put in several hours of the activity that you want to 
work in so if it is your hobby anyway, you will be having fun and getting qualified at the 
same time.

What has been your best experience at Treetop Trek?
We had a pair of physically disabled teenagers and their parents come to visit. They 
were super keen to do the zip lines but couldn't move around without their wheelchairs. 
We used some of our rescue equipment so that we could pull them up and send them 
down the zip line at the end. They had a great time and they were really happy with 
being able to do fun things with us!  It was complicated to rig up, but the pay off was 
worth it to see them having so much fun.

Super-trekker, Richard,  can 
complete the Full Trek in just 
7 minutes and 12 seconds!!

Interesting fact: 

BEWARE!
Angry Squirrels



MARKETING CHALLENGES:

Design a Leaflet 
Leaflets are an important part of marketing to tourists. Can you create a new leaflet for Treetop Trek and 
Nets. See what you can find out on our website. Remember, leaflets need to include some key information: 
Descriptions of the activities, pricing, location and opening times, as well as making the activities look exciting.

Launch Plan
We are opening at new site. Can you write a marketing plan? Think about 5 ideas to promote the site; it can be
everything from paid advertising to events, social media and signs. 

News Review
You are the Editor of a ‘What’s On’ guide for Marketing Manchester. Your job is to write a comprehensive review 
of Treetop Nets to Treetop Trek. Assume the readers know nothing about it; you will need to bring it to life and 
explain how it works as well as give them practical information such as the location and pricing.  Your review 
should be factual and based on your experience and needs to excite the reader and be interesting to read.  
What did it feel like to Trek through the trees? What emotions did you feel? Did you face any difficulties during 
your treetop adventure? How did you overcome them?  Try and include new vocabulary and think about 
personal experiences and those of others. 

Creative challenge: Treetop Rescue
Occasionally, the staff at Treetops have to deal with a rescue from the trek when someone is overcome with 
nerves and they freeze! Your task is to imagine the scenario and think about how it would happen. You can write 
it like a story or you could pretend you are a News Reporter, reporting on the events: Think about how to present 
the facts and who you would interview and what they would say.  You could also use drama and role play to
imagine the scenarios and think about how people involved would be feeling.
  

EXERCISES: Working in the woodland

Design an aerial challenge
Can you design a new aerial obstacle for Treetop Trek? It needs to be challenging, but 
not too difficult.  You nee to consider how to make it fun and interesting, but also think 
about construction and safety. 

Hazard Who might 
be harmed

Risk Likelihood
(High, Medium, Low)

Risk
Consqeuence Control Measure

Staff, customers LOW HIGH
struck by lightning

falling trees

- Check forecast before trek
- Remove participants from trek
- Inform customers in advance of risk and 
procedure if storm begins
- Wait for 30mins before resuming activities 
after a storm

Weather: Storms
Lightning

OPERATIONS CHALLENGES:
Risk assessment
Your job is to write a risk assessment for our Treetop Trek or Treetop Nets. A Risk Assessment highlights all of the 
potential hazards that could cause injury and how they might be avoided. Think about risk to customers and risks 
to staff.  We have given you an example below. Afterwards, you can take a look at our actual Risk Assessments 
on our website: https://www.treetoptrek.co.uk/risk-access



Here are the visitor numbers for the Easter holidays at Treetop Lake District

1. Which was the most popular activity over the holiday?

2. Using the price list and the visitor numbers, how much money 
did the bookings team take for Treetop Nets in Week 1 if all the 
visitors were over 5?

3. A family of 2 adults and 3 children are doing the Full Trek. 
The children are 7, 12 and 17.  How much will it cost for the 
family to take part?

4. Treetop Nets costs £20 per person. If we wanted to put in a 
10% price increase, what would the new price be?

Customer service: MATHS CHALLENGES

Supervision ratios
We require adults to take part to supervise children. You are planning a school trip
How many supervisors do you need for?
1. 40 children, aged 7 on Treetop Nets?
2. 30 children, aged 9 on Mini Trek?
3. 60 teenagers on Treetop Trek?
4. 20 children aged 7, and 10 children aged 4 on Treetop Nets
5. STRETCH QUESTION: Can you work out the supervision ratio for each activity for adults
to children?

No. of children

10
20
30

Ages 7-11  Ages 12+

2 adults

4 adults 

6 adults

Ages 3-4 

2 adults

4 adults 

6 adults

1 adult

2 adults 

3 adults

Ages 5+  

1 adult

2 adults 

3 adults

Treetop Trek Treetop Nets

Week 1

Week 2

Full Trek  Mini Trek

325

289

532

467

174

225

Treetop Nets

BRAINBOGGLER!
You have booked for a family of 4 to do the Mini Trek. 
There are two adults and 2 children.  The customer rings to say
one of the children is sick and we offer to refund their ticket. 
How much will the customer have to paid in total after the refund?

EXERCISES:  Working in the woodland



We are working towards becoming a 
carbon-neutral business. This requires 
long-term thinking about how we reduce
our carbon foot print. 

Treetop Trek recognises that the environment is important to our business and our customers. 
We recognise our own impact on the environment and our need to both act as responsibly 
as possible and to use our platform to bring about change. We are committed to continually 
improving our environmental performance and will encourage our staff and customers to do 
the same.

How we can do our bit?

GREEN TRAVEL
A large number of staff who cycle to work and we strive to 
encourage our visitors to use greener modes of transport to 
visit our sites. At Brockhole, there are several electric 
charging points and you can arrive by bus or even boat! 
Heaton Park in Manchester is close to the tram and bus stops. 
Of course, bike and foot are the greenest options!  

Protecting the environment

Oaky recommends travelling by tram when visiting Heaton Park! 

NO PLASTIC
In 2018, we introduced our tree saplings as a green 
alternative to party bags. To date, over 700 tree 
saplings have been proudly taken home by our Treetop 
party guests and we hope these trees are starting to 
flourish in the gardens around our sites. 

We also try to make sure our merchandise is as 
eco-friendly as possible. Our Buffs are made from 
recycled ocean plastic. 

We also encourage vistors to bring their own drinks 
and we have a water refill station at both sites.

GREEN PARTNERS
We are also choosing greener suppliers for everything 
from our energy to insurance to ensure we only support 
other businesses who are committed to protecting the 
environment.



Animals & birds

Tawny Owls 
Treecreepers 
Stoats 
Rabbits
Foxes
Smooth Newts 
Roe Deer 
Bats
Woodpeckers 
Great Spotted Woodpecker 
Grey Squirrels & Red Squirrels 
in Windermere 

Plants/Trees

Bluebells
Daffodils 
Oak Trees 
Beech Trees 
Birch Trees 
Holly Trees 
Black Poplar Trees
Aspen Trees 
Alder Trees 
Ash Trees 

Mushrooms

Chicken of the Woods
Amethyst Deceiver 
Fly Agaric
Porcini 

Woodland Wildlife

Check out this tawny owl and 
a bat flying past, caught on 
our treehouse camera at 
Manchester! The owlet was
spotted in the daylight!

Woodlands provide a rich habitat for a whole host of 
wildlife. We asked the Treetop instructors to tell us what 
they’ve come across at our sites! See you can find out 3 
facts about these animals and plants.  

This guy looked really 
excited to see the treetop
team - the feeling was newtual!

Amethyst 
Deceivers, 
found under 
the Nets

Dead Moll's Fingers, 
lurking in the undergrowth! We once filmed a family of stoats

at our Windermere site!



Without trees, there would be no treetop adventures so it’s no wonder that
we think they are very special but what do you know about trees?

Match the tree to the leaf

Sycamore
Oak
Beech
Ash 
Horse Chestnut

Did you know? 

TREE-MENDOUS TREES!

Bark

Leaves

Branch

Parts of a tree

Roots

Crown

Trunk

Twig

Trees are hugely important for our
planet, providing oxygen, improving 
air quality, and supporting wildlife. 

It takes several years for a tree
sapling to become a mature tree
and even longer for a tree to 
produce fruit or seeds. Oak trees 
don’t produce acorns for about 40 
years! 

Trees provide a rich habitat for
wildlife attracting birds, insects 
and mammals as well as funghi.

They also provide shelter for people, 
animals and towns and some bear 
fruit and nuts. 

The leaves use photosynthesis to trap
the sun’s energy. They pull in carbon 
dioxide and water and use the energy 
of the sun to convert this into chemical 
compounds such as sugars that 
feed the tree.    

In the winter, deciduous trees go dormant. By
shedding their leaves, they stop photosynthesis
and use the water from the roots to stay alive.

Some of the trees at Treetops are very old. Oak 
trees can live for over 400 tears and grow to 
between 20 and 40 metres tall.

Over half of the world’s bluebells can be found in 
UK woodland.

Oak trees play a very important role in biodiversity, 
supporting 2300 species of which 326 depend on 
oak trees for survival.

Can you find out some more tree facts?



Other ideas with nature:
- Leaf rubbings
- Make an orientering course and make the 
arrows out of sticks
- Make a nature treasure hunt e.g. can you 
find an insect, 3 types of plant 

Nature inspired exericses

Here are some nature-inspired ideas for you to get crafting

LEAF ART
You can make some amazing collage pictures 
using leaves and sticks. Here are some tree-riffic
entries from our Leaf Art Competition to inspire you!

Woodland Poetry 
Many poems have been inspired by nature and woodland. Read some poems and then try and write your own 
poem about the woodland, inspired by your visit to Treetops.   Whilst at Treetops, think about the environment; 
observe the woods with all your senses; think about your feelings as you take part in the activities; take time to 
look at the flora and fauna around you. You could note down descriptive words that come to mind. 

You will need to use all your senses to bring the woods to life for the reader and describe the environment. 
Think about themes and the setting: seasons, time of day, different perspectives e.g. a child, an animal, an 
insect, an adult.  For an extra challenge, you could try writing an acrostic poem.  

Further reading:  There is a host of poetry inspired by woodland and nature. Here are a few that we like:

The Way Through the Woods by Rudyard Kipling
Pam Ayres – The Last Hedgehog
I Am The Seed That Grew The Tree – National Trust book 

What can you create?
Think about colour and shape and what else
you can use from nature to bring it to life 



How do trees access the internet?
They log on!

What did the little tree say to the 
big tree?
Leaf me alone!

What kind of tree can you fit in
your hand?
A palm tree! 

What do you give a poorly tree?
Treetment 

Why was the cat afraid of the tree?
Because of its bark!

What’s a tree’s favourite subject
at school?
Treegonometree

What do trees have for dessert?
Treecle pudding!

Why don’t trees like Halloween?
Because they are petreefied!

Did you know that the Oak and 
Beech trees are known as the

King and Queen of British trees?

Did you know that the Oak and 
Beech trees are known as the

King and Queen of British trees?

VDEURATEN ......................
TEPORTE STEN...................
NEPMITAROL.....................
EHOTUSERE.......................
ESILD................................

A bit of fun

Noughts & Crosses: best of TREE!

Unscramble me!



Match the tree to the leaf

bounce
trees
treetop 
nets
adventure
woodland
nature
outdoors
slide
tunnel 
leaves
branches
owl
climb
squirrel
oak tree
trek

Down
1.  A baby owl 
2.  To ascend
3.  They’re bouncy and fun!
5.  We’ve used miles and miles of 
this to make our nets 
6.  They’re slippery and sloping
8.  A type of maple tree
10. The outside of a tree

1 3

5

4 6

7

2

9

8

10

Y

H
P

D

P

Crossword puzzle

10

1

Across
1.  A large group of trees
4.  A home in the treetops
7.  Bouncy and round
9.  Don’t go down a slide 
without one!
10. The top of the tree


